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I GUST ROSENFELD P.L.C.
One S. Church Ave., Suite 1900

2 Tucson, Arizona 85701-1627
(520) 628-7070

3 RogerW. Frazier-12146

4

5

6 Attorneys for Defendants Ford, O'Dell, Traviolia, and Saunders

7 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

8

9 Terrence Bressi,

10 Plaintiff, No. CV-04-264-TUC-JMR

11 vs.
DEFENDANTS' STATEMENT OF FACTS

12 Michael Ford; Eric O'Dell; George Traviolia; IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR

Richard Saunders, SUMMARY JUDGMENT
13 And DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO

14 Defendants. PLAINTIFF'S SEPARATE STATEMENT
OF FACTS SUPPORTING AMENDED

15 RESPO,NSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

16

17

18
19 DEFENDANTS' STATEMENT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

20
Defendants Michael Ford, Eric O'Dell, George Traviolia, and Richard Saunders,

21
by and through counsel undersigned, hereby submit the following Statement of Facts in

22
Support of the Motion for Summary Judgment, pursuant to Rule 56, Fed.R.Civ.P., and this

23
Court's Order dated March 29,2005 (filed April 1, 2005). The originals of the affidavits

24
submitted herewith were previously submitted to this Court with Defendants' Submittance of

25
Supplemental Evidence for Motion for Reconsideration on Motion to Dismiss, on March 11,

26
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~ \ 1 2005. The Response to Plaintiffs Statement of Facts follows directly after Defendants'

2 Statement of Facts below.

3 1. The Tohono O'odham Nation ("Nation") is a federally recognized Indian

4 tribe. {Affidavit of Richards Saunders Exhibit 1 hereto and Declaration attached thereto at ~

5 3; see also, the Nation's Constitution at p. 18, Exhibit 11 hereto, and Agreement Between the

6 Secretary of the Department of the Interior and the Tohono O'odham Nation, signed February

7 4, 1997, Master Contract No. CTH54T61071, known as a Public Law 93-638 contract, and

8 Modification No. 125 to Master Contract No. Clli54T61071, extending the Master Contract to

9 September 30, 2005, (hereinafter "93-638 Contract'j at p. 3, Exhibit 10 hereto (originals

10 submitted to this Court with Certifications dated March 10, 2000), with Defendants'

11 Submittance [sic) of Supplement Evidence for Motion for Reconsideration on Motion to

12 Dismiss, March II, 2005 (hereinafter, "Supplemental Submission 'j.)

13 2. Richard Saunders, who presently is the Chief of Police of the Tohono

14 O'odham Police Department ("TOPD") of the Nation, and who on December 20,2002 was

15 acting Chief of Police of the TOPD, directed his officers to conduct a sobriety checkpoint on

16 State Route 86 at or near milepost 143 within the boundaries of the Nation. (ld., attached

17 Declaration, ~~ 1-2, and 6.)

18 3. State Highway 86 traverses approximately 90 miles of the Nation on a right-

19 of-way provided by the Nation to the State of Arizona for that highway. (ld, attached

20 Declaration at ~ 9, and certified copy of documents related to State Route 86 right-ol-way, 23

21 pages, (third set of documents with Certification dated March 10, 2005), "Supplemental

22 Submission), at Exhibit 1 0 hereto.

23 4. Similar Dill sobriety checkpoints have been conducted at that location and

24 at various other roads within the confines of the Nation. The purpose of these Dill sobriety

25 checkpoints is to reduce the incidence of impaired driving on the reservation. Such

26 checkpoints have proven to be effective in reducing impaired driving on the Nation's roadways,
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1 thereby making highway travel safer. ld. at ~ 6.

2 5. On December 20, 2002, the TOPD was operating under a contract with the

3 Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA") pursuant to the Indian Self Determination Act, Public Laws

4 93-638 and 100-472. All TOPD officers are AZ-POST (Arizona Peace Officers Standards and

5 Training Board) certified and duly appointed as tribal law enforcement officers. They possess

6 the law enforcement powers of Arizona peace officers pursuant to A.R.S. § 13-3874. Lt.

7 Michael Ford, Officer George Traviolia, and Officer Eric O'Dell were so certified and

8 appointed as TOPD officers on December 20, 2002. (Saunder's deposition and attached

9 declaration, Exhibit 1 hereto, at ~ 4; see also Michael Ford's Affidavit, Exhibit 4 hereto, at ~ 3,

10 George Traviolia's Affidavit, Exhibit 5 hereto, at ~ 3, and Eric a Veil's Affidavit, Exhibit 6

11 hereto, at ~ 3 and ~11; see also 93-638 Contract, Exhibit, and see infra at ~ 1 above regarding

12 Supplemental Submission.

13 6. TOPD officers are certified by AZ-POST because such certification

14 provides basic law enforcement training meeting BIA standards and because it enables TOPD

15 officers to protect tribal lands and tribal members from non-tribal violators who commit crimes,

16 including alcohol-related offenses, within the Nation's boundaries. TOPD officers are not

17 cross-deputized as county sheriffs. (Saunders' deposition, Exhibit 1 hereto, attached

18 declaration. at ~ 5.)

19 7. All the officers of the TOPD who were to conduct the checkpoint, and each

20 of the defendants in this case, were and are authorized by tribal authority to patrol and make

21 any lawful stops on State Highway 86 within the boundaries of the Nation. If a driver is

22 deemed to have violated a state law, the TOPD officers are authorized by virtue of their AZ-

23 POST certification to enforce Arizona law. However, until such an issue as to state law

24 becomes known, and which would require officers to act pursuant to state law, the officers

25 were still fully authorized by tribal authority to stop all drivers within the boundaries of the

26 Nation, including on State Highway 86. (ld. at ~ 6 of Affidavit and also ~7 Declaration J
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1 Exhibit 1, Ford's Affidavit Exhibit 4 hereto at ~ 16.)

2 8. The officers were all fully authorized by tribal authority to also conduct

3 checkpoints for sobriety, drivers licenses, registrations, and other issues related to safety on

4 state highway 86 within the boundaries of the Nation. The basis for this authorization is

5 contained in the Nation's constitution, ordinances, and precedent from the United States

6 Supreme Court. Also, the Nation's tribal court has authorized these checkpoints in an opinion

7 dated October 23, 1989, entitled Tohono O'odham Nation v. Ahill, et al., Case No. CRI2-1762-

8 88, et al. (ld., Saunders Affidavit, ~ 7, Exhibit 1; see also Defendants' Sworn Responses to

9 PlaintifJ's Non-Uniform Interrogatories to Defendants at p. 9, which are Exhibit 8 to PlaintifJ's

10 Statement of Facts, and a copy of the Ahill decision, Exhibit 2 hereto.)

11 9. Another TOPD Officer Joseph Delgado, currently Assistant Chief of the

12 TOPD, and who on December 20,2002, was serving as the Acting Assistant Chief of the

13 TOPD, acting upon Chief Saunders' request for the sobriety checkpoint to be conducted, placed

14 Lt. Forsi with the responsibility of planning and conducting the operation. (See Joseph

15 Delgado's Affidavit, Exhibit 3 hereto.)

16 10. Although Officer Delgado cannot recall specifically whether it was he or

17 Chief Saunders who approved the plan prepared by Lt. Ford, he would have required that some

18 written brief for the operation be prepared. (ld. at ~ 4).

19 11. These checkpoints are conducted by the TOPD without any participation by

20 the Arizona Department of Public Safety or County Sheriffs. The checkpoints are planned and

21 operated by TOPD officers wearing TOPD unifonns using TOPD equipment and marked

22 TOPD police vehicles. U.S. Border Patrol and U.S. Customs do not participate in the

23 checkpoints and are only called to assist when federal immigration or narcotics violations

24 within their jurisdictions arise. (Saunders' Declaration at ~ 8 at Exhibit 1 hereto, Ford's

25 Affidavit at Exhibit 4, ~~ 17-18.) The checkpoint on December 20, 2002 was conducted by the

26 TOPD. A nonnal practice would be to notify other agencies verbally beforehand that the
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1 checkpoint would take place and they may be called if violations under their jurisdiction arose,

2 but they were not involved in planning or conducting the checkpoint and would just come as

3 needed. (Id. at ~ 10.)

4 12. The primary purpose of the checkpoint was not to check for drugs or

5 undocumented aliens. However, if those were discovered, just as they could be discovered

6 after a routine stop for a traffic violation, the federal agencies dealing with those types of

7 violations would be called to deal with those persons. (Traviolia Affidavit, Exhibit 5 hereto, ~

8 5.)

9 13. Lt. Ford prepared assignments and a briefing sheet serving as the operational

10 plan memoranda for two checkpoints on the Nation on December 20, 2002, one at the location

11 involving Mr. Bressi, and another one at a different location. While the assignment sheet has

12 been located, the briefing memoranda has been lost by the TOPD or the Nation's Attorney

13 General, but not by the Defendants. All of the officers listed on that assignment list were

14 employees of the Nation or rangers of the Nation, and not officers of the United States Border

15 Patrol or U.S. Customs. (Affidavit of Michael Ford, Exhibit 4 hereto, ~~ 1-6, and ~ 8-12, and

16 Delgado's Affidavit, Exhibit 3 hereto, ~ 6-9, Affidavit of Michael Ford at ~ 17.)

17 14. The briefing sheet that Ford prepared described overall objectives, which in

18 this case were to check for sobriety, drivers licenses and registrations. It also indicated what

19 equipment should be brought to the checkpoints.

20 15. If the drivers were tribal members, they would be cited into tribal court for

21 violations of any traffic or Dill laws. If the drivers were determined to be non-members (or

22 non-Indian, see ~ 16 below), and were determined to have violated Arizona state law, they

23 would be cited for the appropriate violation into Pima County Justice Court at Ajo, Arizona.

24 (Sworn Answers to Non-Uniform Interrogatories, which Plaintiffs submitted as Exhibit 8 to his

25 Statement of Facts; see also Saunders' Declaration attached to his Affidavit, ~ 7.)

26 16. There is no way to know whether any particular driver arriving at a
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1 checkpoint like the one on December 20, 2002 is or is not a tribal member until such time as

2 they provide relevant identification. (Ford's Affidavit, Exhibit 4 hereto, ~ 14.) Tribal criminal

3 law applied not only to members of the Tohono O'odham Nation at this checkpoint, but also to

4 any tribally affiliated Indian, regardless of whether he or she was a member of this Nation or

5 affiliated or enrolled in another tribe or enjoys the benefits of tribal affiliation. See 25 U.S.C.

6 § 1301, and Public Law no. 102-137. Such criminal jurisdiction of the Nation extends to and

7 includes the area of the right-of-way on State Highway 86 within the Nation's boundaries. See

8 18 U.S.C. § 1151.

9 17. Tribal members have Arizona driver's licenses and Arizona vehicle

10 registrations. Persons with driver's licenses or vehicles bearing plates from other states or

11 countries also drive through the reservation on State Highway 86 routinely. The requirement

12 for all drivers is that they have a valid driver's license and a proper registration. (Fords

13 Affidavit ~ 15.)

14 18. Officers of the U.S. Customs or U.S. Border Patrol were not involved in

15 setting up the roadblock or required to conduct it, and any assistance they gave were strictly

16 voluntary on their part if they happened to be on the scene. (Ford's Affidavit, Exhibit 4, ~ 17.)

17 Also as pointed in the Declaration of Michael Ford with his Affidavit at Exhibit 4, the federal

18 agencies were called in this case after the checkpoint was in operation. (See Declaration, Id. at

19 ~ 6.) The checkpoint was begun in mid to late afternoon on December 20, 2002. (Sworn

20 Responses to PlaintifJ's Non-Uniform Interrogatories to Defendants, p. 2, Exhibit 8 to

21 PlaintifJ's Statement of Facts).

22 19. Bressi came directly from Kitt Peak, which he left at about 4:40 p.m. on that

23 Friday afternoon, and was on his way back to Tucson when he reached the checkpoint scene

24 shortly before 5:00 p.m. (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit 7, 98/11-99/10,' Tubbiolo's deposition,

25 Exhibit 8, 26/8-11.)

26 20. Bressi saw the checkpoint right after coming around a curve, less than a mile
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1 from the checkpoint. He saw a TOPD police vehicle on the north side of the road and a couple

2 of officers slightly before or at the point of the curve. (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit 7, at 99/11-

3 101/3.)

4 21. Bressi called his friend and co-worker Andrew Tubbiolo on his cell phone

5 once he slowed down and realized there was a law enforcement action going on. (Bressi's

6 Deposition, Exhibit 7, at 101/16-102/21; Tubbiolo'sDeposition, Exhibit 8, at 15/7-16/4.)

7 22. Tubbiolo grabbed a piece of paper and wrote down everything he could hear;

8 he claimed he could only hear about 40% of what was being said, but ifhe did hear anything,

9 he wrote it down. A copy of his notes is Exhibit 1 to his deposition, and is included with the

10 transcript of his deposition attached hereto as Exhibit 8. He stated that if it were not written on

11 his notes, he would not trust his memory. (Tubbiolo's Deposition, Exhibit 8, 10/25-11/15,

12 13/16-14/2,21/5-15,24/19-24, and Exhibit 1 thereto.)

13 23. Bressi described that two to three vehicles were pulled up serially at a time

14 to be checked, and although claiming not to have the best vantage point or paying attention to

15 other cars, testified that he did not see any cars being waved through before he was stopped.

16 (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit 7, 104/6-106/17.)

17 24. Lt. Ford was the fIrst person he spoke to at the scene. Bressi asked the

18 purpose of the roadblock, and Ford told him that it was a sobriety, driver's license and

19 registration checkpoint (per Ford), that it was a sobriety and document checkpoint (per Bressi),

20 and driver's license and sobriety (per Tubbiolo). Bressi is not sure if Ford specifically

21 indicated insurance, but he is positive Ford never mentioned seatbelts. (Bressi's Deposition,

22 Exhibit 7, at 109/2-4,116/22-117/23; Tubbiolo'sDeposition, Exhibit 8, at 15/23-16/11, Exhibit

23 1 to Tubbiolo's deposition where he wrote "drivers license and sobriety; see also Defendants'

24 sworn Response to Non-Uniform Interrogatories, pp. 2-3, Exhibit 8 to Plaintiff's Statement of

25 Facts.)

26 25. Bressi asked Lt. Ford who was in charge of the roadblock, and Lt. Ford
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I indicated he was the on-scene commander, gave his name and that he was with the TOPD, and

2 then requested Bressi's drivers license. (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit 7, at 117/25-118/9.)

3 26. Bressi asked if they had any reason to believe that he as an individual had

4 done anything wrong, and Ford told him there was not, and then again asked for Bressi's drivers

5 license, and that said that everyone was being asked the same questions. (Bressi's Deposition,

6 Exhibit 7, at 118/11-22; see also Defendants' sworn Response to Non-Uniform Interrogatories,

7 p. 3, Exhibit 8 to Plaintiffs Statement of Facts.)

8 27. Bressi's response was that he felt in that case that he did not need to comply

9 with the officers in any way and did not even need to show his driver's license. Lt. Ford and

10 Bressi discussed whether Bressi had to present his driver's license. They continued to talk but

11 Bressi refused to identify himself, and refused to cooperate or comply with any of Lt. Ford's

12 instructions. Lt. Ford told Bressi that ifhe presented his drivers license, which was not his own

13 personal property but the property of the statel, it would in no way diminish his appeal as to

14 whether he thought the checkpoint was valid or not. Ford says that Bressi said flat out that he

15 was refusing. Bressi testified that he does "not remember actually specifically refusing," but

16 instead, that he "was waiting for a response to questions that I asked later on that never -never

17 came forward. " Ford said that Bressi asked ifhe was detained or ifhe could leave, and Lt.

18 Ford responded that he could not leave until he provided the information they were asking for.

19 This entire conversation probably lasted less than a minute per Ford, a little longer per Bressi,

20 but traffic was beginning to back up behind Mr. Bressi's vehicle. (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit

21 7,118/23-120/11, 120/24-121/15; Defendants' Response to Non-Uniform Interrogatories, p. 3,

22 Exhibit 8 to Plaintiffs Statement of Facts.

23 28. Lt. Ford requested Detective Traviolia of the TOPD to assist him, because

24 traffic was backing up and Mr. Bressi was engaged in a lengthy co.nversation and Lt. Ford had

25

26 1 Which would be true of any tribal member's license, too.
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1 to deal with other issues ongoing. Also, a minor accident occurred which was something that

2 had to be addressed immediately. (Defendants' Response to Non-Uniform Interrogatories, pp.

3 2-3, Exhibit 8 to Plaintiffs Statement of Facts, Traviolia's Affidavit, Exhibit 4 at ~ 14.)

4 29. Other officers were beginning to gather around Bressi's vehicle as his

5 conversation with Lt. Ford progressed. After Lt. Ford called Traviolia over to the vehicle, and

6 explained that he was having a problem with Mr. Bressi and asked Traviolia to help. Det.

7 Traviolia came forward, and Ford went away for a while after Traviolia engaged Bressi in

8 conversation. (Bressi'sDeposition, Exhibit 7,121/16-122/13.)

9 30. Traviolia asked Mr. Bressi if he could show his license, and Bressi would

10 not. (Traviolia Affidavit, Exhibit 5, ~ 7.) Although it did not appear to Traviolia that Bressi was

11 intoxicated, Traviolia explained to him that this was a license and registration checkpoint and

12 that they needed to see his license and registration, and thereafter he could be on his way. (Id.

13 at ~ 8.) Mr. Bressi had become argumentative about not showing his license, and Traviolia

14 asked him to leave the vehicle, to step out of the vehicle, and he refused that order also.

15 Rather, he sat quietly, not even responding verbally any further. Traviolia says he told Bressi

16 that he was under arrest for failure to show his i.d. and obeying the police officer while

17 directing traffic. (Id. at ~ 9.)

18 31. Bressi testified that Traviolia may have said he was operating under ~

19 authority, but Bressi does not specifically recall that. However, the phone line to Tubbiolo was

20 open during this time and Tubbiolo, wrote down that he heard as follows: "claimed tribal police

21 authority." (Bressi's Deposition at 126/20-23, 127/7-12; Tubbiolo's Deposition 18/6-22 and

22 Exhibit 1 thereto.)

23 32. Bressi testified that a United States Customs officer named Dreland pushed

24 past the TOPD offices and approached Bressi and told him to comply with the police officers'

25 directives or he could face arrest. Bressi said he told Dreland that it was not proper for Dreland

26 "to be communicating with me given the fact that this was allegedly a sobriety checkpoint with
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1 limited scope, and that he didn't seem to have any jurisdictional issues which required his

2 involvement." Bressi claims this is when Ford told him that this was a multi-jurisdictional or

3 joint task-force operation (which Ford denies having said). (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit 7,

4 128/2-131/22, 131/23-132/11, 133/21-135/9; Declaration of Ford submitted with Motion to

5 Dismiss Bivens claim, copy attached hereto as Exhibit 12, and see Ford's interview with Mark

6 Victor, pp. 2-5, Exhibit 14 to Plaintiffs Statement of Facts.)

7 33. Thereafter, someone, Traviolia he thinks, told him to pull to the side of the

8 road, also Officer O'Dell had come over to assist Traviolia, and told Bressi to exit the vehicle.

9 Bressi's truck was blocking traffic. (Bressi's Deposition at 128/2-10, 132/17-133/7, 135/12-15;

10 see also Officer O'Dell's Affidavit Exhibit 6 hereto, at ~~ 6-7.)

11 34. According to Bressi's deposition testimony, in response to being requested

12 to pull off, Bressi asked if he was being detained, the reason being, he testified, was that in his

13 subjective (but unspoken) view, if he was not being detained, then this was converted into a

14 consensual stop therefore he did not have to comply. But he admits that he knew he was not

15 free to go until he showed his license, and that the officers were still demanding to see his

16 license before he departed, and that this was all after he had been ordered to pullover to the

17 side of the road. (Bressi's Deposition at 136/16-141/23.)

18 35. Bressi testified that Officer O'Dell then said "I've had enough of your crap

19 [or "bullshit"], and Tubbiolo wrote what he claims to have heard (which Bressi doesn't recall

20 anyone saying): "Don't give me that Fourth Amendment crap." Tubbiolo also says that an

21 officer was complaining about hold-ups delays in traffic being caused by Mr. Bressi. (Bressi's

22 Deposition at 137/5-13, 142/2-6, 143/1-144/4; Tubbiolo's Deposition at 21/22-22/19, and

23 Exhibit 1 thereto.)

24 36. Bressi said he saw officers put their hands on the top of their holsters of their

25 weapons, so he turned off the engine, put the keys on the dash, his hands on the wheel and said

26 nothing. (BressiDeposition, Exhibit 7,144/5-145/25,149/13-150/1,168/6-11.)
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1 37. They removed Bressi physically from the vehicle and handcuffed him. Mr.

2 Bressi acted as a passive-resister, not doing anything to impede or actively resist them in

3 removing him, but basically just went limp. (Id. at 10,' see also Officer OVell's Affidavit

4 Exhibit 6 hereto, at ~~ 6-8.)

5 38. Mr. Bressi refused to walk and Officers O'Dell and Traviolia had to carry

6 him; and he was carried to the south side of the highway and was seated on the ground. Id.

7 39. Someone else moved Bressi's vehicle from the traffic lane that it had been

8 blocking. (Id. 163/4-11, 148/12-19, 153/6-154/4.)

9 40. No one asked to search his vehicle, except when he was going to be removed

10 from the vehicle, and at that time they asked what was in his glove compartment. (Id. at

11 148/20-149/1.)

12 41. After Officers O'Dell and Traviolia had removed Bressi from his vehicle and

13 handcuffed him, they then obtained his wallet and identification and determined that he would

14 be cited into state court for two state misdemeanor laws, A.R.S. § 28-1595(B) for refusing to

15 provide identity or a drivers license and A.R.S. § 28-622(A) for purposefully refusing to

16 cooperate with officers with authority to direct, control or regulate traffic. (Bressi Deposition,

17 Exhibit 7, 153/6-154/4; Traviolia Affidavit, Exhibit 5, ~ 11-12.)

18 42. Officer Traviolia gave Bressi the option to sign the citation, which was not

19 an admission of the charges, but only an agreement to appear in state justice court at a later

20 date, and that he could then be on his way, but he refused to sign the ticket, so they placed him

21 in the back of a patrol car. (Traviolia Affidavit, Exhibit 5, ~ 13.)

22 43. Later that night, Mr. Bressi signed the citation and went home. (See Bressi's

23 Deposition, Exhibit 7, at 169/20-170/20, 171/19-24; see also CODV Qfthe citation. Exhibit 4 to

24 Bressi's Deposition. See a/so ~ 16 of Traviolia Affidavit.)

25 44. In all the events happening from Bressi's arrival at the checkpoint up to the

26 time his wallet and drivers license were obtained and the citation written for him, there was no
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1 outward sign, or any statement by any officer, that any of their actions were under the authority

2 of the State of Arizona. (BressiDeposition, Exhibit 7, 106/18-109/1, 109/13-17, 113/18-114/7,

3 115/1-116/2,147/17-148/6,154/21-156/3.)

4 45. In addition to court cases in support of a jurisdictional basis for operating a

5 checkpoint on State Highway 86 within the reservation, and with sovereign immunity, which

6 has not been waived, other authorities are always that Defendants rely which may not be easily

7 accessible in a law library or Westlaw or things of that nature, are attached hereto, including

8 Certified copy of the Constitution of the Tohono O'odham Nation, adopted in 1986, Ordinance

9 No. 97-02 of the Nation, Ordinance No. 51 of the Ordinance of the Papago Council in effect on

10 December 20,2002, Section 66-152 and 152(B), which require obedience to traffic laws and

11 police officers and Section 66-272 requires that a drivers license be carried and exhibited on

12 demand.

13

14 DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SEPARATE STATEMENT OF FACTS
SUPPORTING AMENDED RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR

15 RECONSIDERATION

16
17 Defendants Michael Ford, Eric O'Dell, George Traviolia, and Richard Saunders,

18 by and through counsel undersigned, hereby respond to the Plaintiffs Separate Statement of

19 Facts Supporting Amended Response to Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration, that the

20 Plaintff submitted May 6,2005. All references to Plaintiffs Statement of Facts refer to the

21 Plaintiffs Statement of Facts filed May 6,2005 unless otherwise indicated, and each numbered

22 paragraph below corresponds to the numbered paragraphs in Plaintiffs Statement of Facts.

23 Any and all admissions herein are for purposes of the current motions only.

24 1. Objection, misstates the evidence. Lt. Ford turned in his paperwork related

25 to the checkpoint to the Acting Assistant Chief of Police ofTOPD within a few days of the

26 checkpoint; a year later, he was asked to locate them for this case, and believed it had been
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1 given by the TOPD to the attorney general, and the attorney general would decide whether to

2 provide that to the County Attorney. (See Affidavit of Ford, Exhibit 4 hereto, ~ 9-12,' see also

3 Marc Victor's interview of Ford, Exhibit 14 to Plaintiff's Statement of Facts, at pp. 5-6 and 19-

4 20.) The Acting Assistant Chief Delgado, who is not a party to this case, and Lt. Ford briefed

5 the Nation's Attorney General's office on this within a short time after it occurred, and Delgado

6 thought Ford gave paperwork to the Attorney General, who has no record of receiving it, and

7 has since searched for it unsuccessfully, and believes it got lost in the process of trying to set it

8 aside to be saved. (Delgado's Affidavit, Exhibit 3 hereto, ~~ 6-9.) So to that extent,

9 Defendants do admit that paperwork related to that checkpoint is lost. Traviolia was not

10 required to keep a copy of the memorandum. (See Traviolia's Affidavit, Exhibit 5 hereto, ~ 4,

11 and see also Defendants' sworn responses to non-uniform interrogatories, at p. 4 (Exhibit 8 to

12 Plaintiff's Statement of Facts.) With regard to records of incidents, or tapes of calls with other

13 agencies, the TOPD, also not a party in this case, is who maintained and routinely destroyed

14 any documents or tapes that are not available now. There is no evidence that the individual

15 defendants were custodians or lost any of the records requested by plaintiff, or that Lt. Ford

16 should have done anything else with the paperwork than he has explained. Also, Defendants'

17 answers to Plaintiffs Requests for Production #1, 2b and 2c incorporate the narrative responses

18 in Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs Non-Uniform Interrogatories to Defendants in Response

19 to #1, and the Affidavits also served with that answer of Michael Ford and Joseph Delgado

20 regarding the loss or misplacement of a particular document. These responses are included as

21 Exhibit 8 to Plaintiff's Statement of Facts. See Affidavit of Michael Ford, Exhibit 4 hereto, ~~

22 4-6, 8-12, Affidavit of Joseph Delgado, Exhibit 3 hereto, at pp. ~~ 1-9. In any event, there is

23 no evidence that any of the Defendants in this case had personal control over documents in the

24 regular records retention and handling at the time they were lost or misplaced.

25 2. Objection, misstates the testimony and relies on hearsay evidence not subject

26 to an exception. The responses to no. 1 above are stated again in response to this no. 2, and are
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1 incorporated herein by reference. The transcript of State v. Bressi, first of all, is hearsay at this

2 point and objected to. Second, the Pima County in that case did not represent the individual

3 defendants in this case. Further, notwithstanding this objection, the transcripts speaks for itself

4 and flatly does not say that "Lt. Ford and other tribal officials openly refused to provide such

5 documents at an evidentiary hearing," as Plaintiff states in his Statement of Facts #2. This was

6 not Lt. Ford speaking on the record, under oath, or even making an admission, because he was

7 not a party in that case. Lt. Ford never made any decision or determination whether it was to

8 be used in court. Even Mr. Perkins' statements on the record in Justice Court do not suggest that

9 Lt. Ford was personally making a decision that the document should not be turned over.

10 3. Responding to Plaintiffs Statement of Fact no. 3, Defendants provided

11 thirteen incident reports. (See Defendants I Supplemental Responses to Plaintiffs Request for

12 Production of Documents and Things, Exhibit 13 hereto.) These reflected all the incidents on

13 record with the TOPD at or near mile post 143-146 SR86 during the checkpoint of December

14 20,2002, as provided to these Defendants by the TOPD. Id. Of the thirteen, there were no

15 reports generated for three of them, and as to the other ten, they are incident reports and not

16 necessarily arrest reports. hI any event, admit that there are narratives on six cases (for Bressi,

17 there are two, one by Det. Travialio and another one by Lt. Ford).

18 4. Objection on whether notice was given to community on December 20,

19 2002, because Joseph Patterson was not present at that roadblock, and had no information about

20 it, and he lacks foundation with regard to the December 20, 2002 roadblock. (See Patterson 's

21 Deposition, Exhibit 9 hereto, 109/15-19; 111/22-113/3; 145/23-146/5.) The same objection

22 applies to statement about pursuing those who make a u-turn to avoid the roadblock. Admit

23 that Patterson indicated that at roadblocks persons were chased sometimes when they made

24 unsafe attempts to avoid roadblock. Deny that Bressi could not have made a u-turn ifhe

25 wanted, but no dispute that he would have to leave the roadway to make a u-turn. (Bressi

26 Deposition, Exhibit 7 hereto, 103/2-104/4.) Generally Defendants are not aware of any
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1 advance TV or newspaper or radio notice. See transcript of Lt. Ford's conversation with Mark

2 Victor, Plaintiffs Statement of Facts, p. 7.

3 5. Defendants are advised that the TOPD does not have any documentation

4 regarding border patrol or other federal agencies other than the incident reports which were

5 produced, in response to request for production 2c which requested: all documents, recordings,

6 or other things related to TOPD interaction with any and all other law enforcement agencies

7 (such as United States Border Patrol, United States Custom Service, U.S. Department of

8 Homeland Security, etc.) related in any way to the operation of the roadblock on December 20,

9 2002, and to that extent, admit paragraph 5.

10 6. In response to ~ 3 of the request for admissions (see Exhibit 7 to Plaintiffs

11 Statement of Facts), Defendants stated: "If violations were discovered which require other

12 agencies to respond, such as the Border Patrol for undocumented aliens or U.S. Customs for

13 illegal narcotics, these were contacted. In request for admission no. 4, (Plaintiffs Exhibit 7)

14 Plaintiff wanted the Defendants to admit that the roadblock was operated in conjunction with

15 federal agencies. Defendants objected and denied, and incorporated prior responses and also

16 noted that these agencies would be contacted in the event undocumented aliens or narcotics

17 were discovered, and further explains that any action those agencies may have taken was done

18 under their own power or choice, independent of TOPD's operation of the checkpoint and

19 initial stops at the checkpoint. The same general statements are included in the response to

20 interrogatories, including that those agencies were not operating the checkpoint. And as TOPD

21 Acting Assistant Chief Joseph Delgado stated: "The checkpoint was conducted by TOPD. A

22 normal practice would be to notify other agencies verbally before hand that the checkpoint

23 would take place and that they may be called if violations under their jurisdiction arose, but

24 they were not involved in planning or conducting the checkpoint, and would just come as

25 needed." (Exhibit 3 hereto.) In other words, all of the testimony and evidence from the

26 Defendants is that there was no request that Border Patrol or Customs be on the scene, but there
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1 was notification in advance and if those departments wanted to be present, that was their own

2 business. Further, Lt. Ford explained the proximity of the Border Patrol in the Victor

3 interview. (Exhibit 14 to Plaintiffs Statement ofFacts,pp. 3-4).

4 7. Actually Detective Romero's narrative regarding the Border Patrol and

5 Customs is not inconsistent and instead is completely consistent with what the Defendants

6 description of events; when probable cause regarding issues within those agencies' jurisdiction

7 arose, they were contacted to become involved. However, Officer Henry's statement for the

8 purposes of the checkpoint is without foundation, and he was not the officer who ordered, or

9 conducted the checkpoint, hlstead, Lt. Ford, Joseph Delgado and Richard Saunders, for those

10 officers in charge. Therefore, Det. Romero's personal account or opinions are not

11 detenninative of the propriety or purpose of the roadblock. City of Indianapolis v. Edmond,

12 531 U.S. 32,45-46,456,121 S.Ct. 447, 148 L.Ed.2d 333 (2000).

13 8. Admit, except deny that Lt. Ford refused to produce documents,

14 incorporating by reference the responses above to ~~ 1 and 2 above.

15 9. Admit.

16 10. Admit. But object to Patterson as foundation for December 20,2002, as he

17 was not employed with the TOPD. (See Patterson 's deposition, Exhibit 9 hereto, 5/11-12,

18 27/20-28/5.)

19 11. Admit that the TOPD vehicles have government issued license plates from

20 mOT, and are without foundation with regard to federal vehicles. Object to Plaintiffs

21 argument in ~ 11 about whether state law requires the tribe to use Arizona license plates.

22 Bressi's inference that hldian tribes should issue their own license plates or otherwise be held to

23 be conducting themselves in state action, is without any basis in the law.

24 12. Admit the allegations of~ 12, but object to the documents relating to

25 Patterson's alleged grievance hearing. The source of these documents is unclear, and they are

26 irrelevant, because questions related to Patterson's grievance proceeding, the reasons for his
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1 termination, the grievance committee's recommendations, or the tribal chairman's decision not

2 to reinstate Patterson, are all irrelevant to anything related to the issues of this motion. While

3 they may relate to issues of Patterson's credibility if his credibility were an issue, for purposes

4 of the motion for summary judgment, they simply go to weight to be given his testimony, and

5 not the basis or foundation of his knowledge regarding the current matter. Finally, the

6 grievance committee's recommendations clearly indicated problems with Mr. Patterson that

7 Patterson himself that had to rectify ifhe were reinstated, but that there had been some defect in

8 its opinion in the grievance process. The Tribe did not to reinstate him, and Patterson took no

9 further action. (Patterson's Deposition, Exhibit 9, 175/12-19.)

10 13. Objection. The testimony states:

11 "Q: And you testified earlier that Lt. Shonk told you they did not have to give notice;

12 Correct?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Are you talking about something on the radio or in the newspaper in advance?

15 A. Yes."

16 (Patterson's Deposition, Exhibit 9, 126/4-10.) First, Patterson simply is relaying what one

17 other officer told him two years before the instant case, and lacks foundation. Further,

18 Plaintiffs statement of fact assumes an unsupported legal conclusion that required advance

19 publication of some sort. Patterson does not consider himself an expert in tribal law or state

20 law, or state action or color of state law under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, and does not claim to be an

21 expert witness in this case at all. (Id. at 102/6-15.) He was not involved in making any policy.

22 (Id. at 105/1-13.) He participated in and about six sobriety checkpoints on the reservation.

23 (Id., 108/12-109/5; 151/2-19.) There would generally be an officer in charge of the

24 checkpoints, and Patterson himself was never in charge of any of these checkpoints. (Id., at

25 156/22-157/19; 163/21-24.) As to the time he worked at the Nation, Patterson felt he was

26 somewhat familiar with supreme court cases, although he did not distinguish between state or
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1 federal cases that advanced notice might be required, and that is the only thing he knew to be

2 different from tribal Dill checkpoints from state Dill checkpoints. (Id., at 126/12-127/21.)

3 14. Objection, lack of foundation. Patterson claims he never saw any ~

4 operational plan, although he knew they existed and officers used them to explain what would

5 occur at a briefing session for a roadblock. (Patterson's deposition, Exhibit 9, 155/8-156/21;

6 179/20-23.) Further, Patterson again does not have foundation to state what was requested of

7 officers at the checkpoint in question. Moreover, as he clarifies, the statements made to him

8 were more along the lines that if while looking at license, registration and sobriety you see

9 other crimes, you may act on them. (Id., at 167/1-168/18; 180/1-12.) All the statements he has

10 given about what he would do during a checkpoint and anything he did or noticed was during

11 the time he was working at TOPD and not afterwards. (ld., at 181/23-182/2.) Furthermore, he

12 only knew what he would say at checkpoints, not what other officers would say. (ld. at 180/20-

13 181/5.) Form and foundational objections made at the deposition are preserved, and the

14 testimony submitted here is in rebuttal to that submitted by Plaintiff.

15 15. Again, lacks foundation, as Patterson can only testify about what happened

16 with himself, and not at this particular briefing. Further, Patterson's testimony does not state

17 that the "entire 'briefing' consisted of the officer in charge telling each officer where to stand

18 during the roadblock." Further, the testimony cited by Plaintiff is his' 15 simply says that he

19 was not familiar with and had never read the Ahill decision. That is the only thing his

20 testimony states. Likewise, he never read other cases about roadblocks, such as, for example,

21 Michigan Department of State Police v. Sitz, 496 US. 444, 110S.Ct. 2481, 110L.Ed.2d412

22 (1990). (Patterson's Deposition, Exhibit 9, at 171.)

23 16. Admit.

24 17. Admit.

25 18. Bressi does not recall Ford asking him for insurance, and indeed, their

26 discussion never went that far because Bressi provided nothing. (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit
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1 7, at 117/8-19.) Also, see Ford's clarification that seeking insurance is connected to checking

2 registration. (Affidavit of Ford, Exhibit 14 hereto.) Also, tribal law applies to members of

3 other Nations, so merely knowing members of the Tohono O'odham Nation is not enough to

4 indicate that unknown persons might not be members of other Nations. (See Defendants' SOF

5 16 above.) Also, although Ford knew many members, he did not know all 20,000 of them, nor

6 did he know people from other tribes around the country. (See Ford's Affidavit at Exhibit 14

7 hereto.) Admit that Ford indicated it was procedure to call in every driver's license.

8 19. The evidence cited does not indicate that Bressi said he had the right to

9 privacy, but only that he continued to question the officers. Also, in his deposition, Bressi

10 stated that he does not recall what led to the statement regarding license as property of the state

11 being made. (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit 7, 119/4-120/11, 120/18-22.)

12 20. Admit, but no one asked Bressi about a seatbelt or never mentioned a

13 seatbelt. (Bressi's Deposition, Exhibit 7, 117/18-23.)

14 21. Admit. Further, the memorandum indicates that State Route 86 also has a

15 number of incidents of driving under the influence. This memorandum is dated more than two

16 and a half years before the checkpoint at issue in this case. It also indicates that all vehicles in

17 both directions will be stopped. The memorandum requests driver's license, registration, and

18 proof of insurance, requires the officers to ask whether any illegal drugs or alcohol were

19 consumed that date, to determine ifhe is driving under the influence, and to ask ifhe has any

20 illegal drugs, alcohol or contraband in the vehicles. In bold language, it states that the officers

21 are not to deviate from the above questions. It also indicates if traffic becomes too backed up

22 officers will have the discretion to allow free flow through the checkpoint until the back up is

23 relieved. Note that this memorandum was dated before the Supreme Court issued its opinion in

24 City of Indianapolis v. Edmond, supra, which was decided November 28, 2000.

25 22. Admit that some border patrol vehicles were on the side of the road, not

26 actively involved in the checkpoint at that time or when Bressi approached, and admit that
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1 Bressi claims that a U.S. Customs agent was in the street as he claims in ~ 22 of his statement

2 of facts. However, his so-called subjective suspicion or mental process is not beside the point.

3 Bressi could not hear any conversations transpiring between the customs agent and the officers

4 (Bressi'sDeposition, Exhibit 7,111/13-113/19.)

5 23. Defendants have no evidence to dispute that U.S. Customs agent Bill

6 Dreland strode to Bressi's vehicle, but as Defendants have noted, his activity was voluntary on

7 his part, and not requested by Defendants. (See Defendants Response to PlaintifJ's Requests for

8 Admissions, No.4, at Exhibit 7 to PlaintifJ's Statement of Facts.) Further, Defendant Ford

9 denies telling Bressi that there was a joint task force. (See Declaration of Lt. Ford submitted

10 originally with Motion to Dismiss Bivens Claims, dated April 11, 2005, a copy of which is

11 Exhibit 12 hereto.) Admit that Bressi claims Officer O'Dell used profanity, that Tubbiolo

12 claims he heard someone say "Don't give me that Fourth Amendment crap", that Bressi did not

13 hear that but instead only recalled hearing O'Dell say "I have had enough of your crap."

14 (Bressi's deposition, 137/5-13, 142/2-6, 143/1-144/4.)

15 24. Admit Tubbiolo claims that he saw what he believed to be a U.S. Border

16 Patrol officer standing off to the side of the road, looking into cars and speaking to TOPD

17 officers. He says meanwhile, the U.S. Border Patrol officer to the rear would look into the

18 vehicle and exchange words with a TOPD officer. This was while he was at the scene after

19 8:00 p.m. and waiting to speak to Mr. Bressi. Tubbiolo does not indicate that he heard any

20 conversation nor that he has any information about probable cause or why the Border Patrol

21 officer was doing this, nor was he in a position to have such knowledge. Also, in his

22 deposition, Tubbiolo simply assumed the dog was a drug dog, but did not see it react to any

23 vehicle. (Tubbiolo's Deposition, 54/2-24.) The only dog on the scene though was Officer

24 O'Dell's bomb dog. (See No. 28 below.)

25 25. Admit, and Defendants assert the same irrelevance of the officer's subjective

26 opinions for the same reason state above.
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1 26. Admit, and also point out that this was a different kind of checkpoint, on a

2 different road, nearly a year after the one in question. What is indicated is that the Department

3 of Public Safety, Pima County Sheriffs Office, and U.S. Border Patrol were advised of the

4 celebration. It further states that the main goal of that roadblock is to stop any future problems

5 at the celebration by either intoxicated drivers or individuals bringing alcoholic beverages into

6 the celebration. The operational objective is to deter traffic accidents related to impairment,

7 disturbances and ensuring public safety on the Tohono O'odham Nation. The list of persons

8 working at the location do not include outside agencies.

9 27. Admit Lt. Ford denies saying that the roadblock was operated by a joint task

10 force. Admit that the Defendants denied in responding to Requests for Admissions no. 6

11 regarding Officer Dreland's approach to Bressi, but the context of both the question and answer

12 are as follows:

13 "No.6. Defendants, while investigating Plaintiff on account of his refusal to provide
identification papers, allowed United States Customs Service agent Dreland to

14 approach Plaintiff and give Plaintiff instruction to cooperate with the investigation."

15 Defendants' Response:

16 "Denied, and object to the vagueness of the term 'allowed to'. Agent Dreeland [sic)
approached and spoke to Mr. Bressi, but it was on agent Dreeland's own initiative,

17 and not on any request of TOPD officers."

18 Likewise, the question and answer to no. 4, to which Plaintiffs say that Defendants deny any

19 active role on the line by customs and border patrol, requires that the question and answer be

20 set out as follows:

21 "No.4. Defendants operated a roadblock on December 20,2002 in conjunction with
the United States Border Patrol and/or United States Customs Service (now

22 Department of Homeland Security).

23 Defendants' Response:

24 "Object to the broad interpretation possible from the phrase 'in conjunction with.'
And otherwise deny in full."

25
The Defendants incorporate their responses to requests nos. 1-3 above. Defendants also states

26
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1 that these agencies will be contacted in the event undocumented aliens or narcotics were

2 discovered. However, those agencies were not requested to conduct and did not conduct the

3 checkpoint as part of TOPD's operations, nor were they involved in the initiating or planning of

4 it. Anything agents from those agencies may have done after probable cause leading to their

5 involvement arose, or any action they may have taken, was done under their power or choice,

6 independent of the TOPD's operation in the checkpoint and initial stops at the checkpoint.

7 Further, in the other answers incorporated therein, the Defendants also stated, to

8 no. 3:

9 "No.3. If any non-traffic laws were discovered to have been violated, the officers
would respond to those violations accordingly, just as they would do if discovering

10 such violations during a routine stop for a traffic violation. However, the primary
purpose of the checkpoint was as stated above for sobriety, drivers licenses and

11 registration. If violations were discovered which required other agencies to respond,
such as the Border Patrol for undocumented aliens or U.S. Customs for illegal

12 narcotics, these were contacted."

13 28. Officer O'Dell normally worked in the canine unit and had his dog, which

14 was a bomb dog and not a narcotics-sniffing dog, with him at that time, as he usually does.

15 (0 Veil Affidavit, Exhibit 6, ~ 5; see also p. 36 of Ford's statement to Mark Victor at Exhibit 14

16 of Plaintiffs Statement of Facts.) In any event, Bressi never saw the dog that evening. (Bressi's

17 Deposition, Exhibit 7, 167/16-168/5.)

18 29. Tubbiolo acknowledged in his deposition that many of the statements in his

19 affidavit the presence of Arizona vehicles or persons were just assumptions, not based on

20 seeing specific insignia or other features. (Tubbiolo's Deposition, 49/16-50/9, 51/7-52/16.)

21 RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this~~.2- ~ay of May, 2005.

22 GUST ROSENFELD P .L.C.

23

24

By:
25

26
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